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Abstract
Variometer is a device that informs user about his/her
vertical velocity. It is particularly useful in paragliding,
hang gliding and other air sports. The device has to in-
form user about vertical velocity by sound. Ground posi-
tion of user is important too, because of complex functions
(e.g., computing flying range, altitude above ground) and
after-flight evaluation. This paper deals with the hard-
ware design of such device and software implementation
of its special functions. Tracklog from GPS logger can be
transferred to computer in a common format.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.7 [Computers in other Systems]: [Consumer prod-
ucts]; B.4 [Input/Output and Data Communica-
tions]: Miscellaneous
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1. Introduction
Variometers are nowadays commonly used amongst
paragliders and hang gliders, but not all of them provide
the required functionality and accuracy. A variometer in-
forms user about his or her vertical speed based on atmo-
spheric pressure. Nowadays, variometer as device is an
embedded system with a lot additional functions which
help pilots to do good decisions during flight. However, a
complex solution with all desired functions is still missing.
There are three main variometer types known:
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1. Variometer with sound indication. A simple design
based on analog sensor.

2. Analog variometer. Well known from airplanes, a
clock-faced device getting information from analog
sensor.

3. Digital readout variometer. The most complicated
type. Analog information from sensor is transformed
into digital representation and can be processed in
next workflow and displayed on LED or LCD.

The designed device should be combination of the first
and the third type providing sight free information about
ascending or descending speed. In this paper, we are fo-
cusing on complete co-design of the demanded device di-
vided into two main parts:

1. Hardware design.

2. Software design.

We are also focusing on final testing of prototype in real
conditions.

2. Related work
There are some commercial products which are used by pi-
lots nowadays but none of them can compute and show al-
titude above ground. Different devices use different tech-
nologies for acquiring information and displaying them.
They are very expensive too, and in most cases they can-
not be upgraded by user. Another problem of nowadays
devices is their energy consumption. A variometer with
GPS logger has operating time about 30 hours. All of
these devices donŠt include backlight of display. It is ad-
vantage because of lower consumption but in bad light
conditions the display becomes unreadable. The track
logs are limited too. In a common device the user can
store only 20 hours of flight information, so it is impossi-
ble to use the device as a flight book.

2.1 Variometer without GPS
These devices can measure only difference in altitude. But
they are capable to display altitude above sea level if you
calibrate them before start with actual altitude. Major-
ity of them offer statistic data about flight like maximum
ascending and descending rate, maximum altitude and
flight duration. Advantage of these devices is their oper-
ating time, which is 200 hours on a single 1,5 V battery.
Additional functionality like displaying air speed, temper-
ature, date and clock depends on additional sensors.
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2.2 Variometer with GPS
In these devices, a very precise initial altitude is acquired
before the start from the GPS module. However changes
in vertical position (occurring during flight) cause inaccu-
racy of altitude provided by the GPS. Because of this, de-
vices use barometric altitude after calibration from GPS
while a device is in stable position (vertical speed is 0).
Disadvantage of these devices is their low operating time,
only about 30 hours. It is caused by high consumption
rate of GPS modules. Additional functions are avail-
able thanks to the GPS information (e.g., ground speed,
flight direction, clock acquisition from GPS). High-end
models have very useful function called Thermaling map
which provides information about position of ascending
air masses. Another useful function is pre-programmed
route in device memory and in-flight navigation.

3. Solution proposal
3.1 Solution specification
There are several functions which have to be implemented
in the device:

1. Logging actual position in real time using the GPS
module.

2. Evaluation of altitude above the sea level by using
barometric sensor as a primary data provider and
GPS module as a secondary provider, because of
high differential precision of the barometric sensor.

3. Altitude above ground has to be computed in real
time.

4. Differential altitude has to be displayed on display
and has to be presented by sound too, to provide
hand and sight free use.

5. Storing the track log in kml or igc format.

6. Providing information about temperature and time.

7. Enabling intuitive and reliable touch control of de-
vice with gloves.

8. The response time is defined to be maximally 1 sec-
ond.

9. Including easy removable memory for fast download
of the GPS track log.

10. Minimal operating time 30 hours with the backlight
switched on.

11. Minimal memory size 1000 hours of track logs.

12. Connectivity with PC for transition of logs and firm-
ware update.

13. Type of construction and used components have to
be wind and waterproof. It has to be resistant against
low temperature (about minus 30 C).

3.2 Hardware-software co-design
Creating a complex hardware-software application is dif-
ficult. It is necessary to design and correlate simultane-
ously with more modules. The first step is to partition
demands between three main domains.

Figure 1: Co-design workflow [3].

1. Demands on hardware. What information we have
to get from sensors. Parameters of particular com-
ponent have to match specification of this applica-
tion.

2. Interfaces. Through them the hardware components
communicate between each other. Type of interface
is determined by possibilities of hardware compo-
nents. Furthermore, we have to choose interface ac-
cording to specification (e.g., if we demand more
devices communicating by the same interface, we
should choose I2C interface instead of Serial).

3. Software domain. We choose environment that can
realize demands of specification (e.g., libraries).

As each domain influences other domains, we have to
repartition the domains many times. This process is called
co-design life-cycle, and is illustrated in Figure 1 [3].

4. Hardware design
The design process was focused on the real-time char-
acteristic of system. Maximum delay between acquiring
information and displaying this information has to be 1
second. Because of that, we had to choose separate com-
munication channels between particular devices. Final
hardware configuration is shown in Figure 2. During
the design process, we had to solve several problems. In
the first place we had to choose a processor with mini-
mum two serial interfaces, because we need both of them
to communicate simultaneously with different baud rate.
The Arduino Mega 2560 was a suitable choice.

The second problem was communicating with micro SD
card. Writing to micro SD card via SPI lasts 3 seconds
and during this time the Arduino Mega 2560 is inter-
rupted. So we separated the operation logic into Arduino
Mega 2560 and realized the micro SD card communication
by the Picaso Graphics processor. [1]
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Figure 2: Component communication scheme.

Figure 3: Logical converter.

4.1 Logical converter for GPS module
Signal levels of the GPS module and processor are incom-
patible. Both of them communicate via Serial interface
but use different logic. The processor uses TTL 5 V logic
[2] while the GPS module uses 1,8 V logic with 3,3 V tol-
erance [4]. So the high value output from the processor
could damage the GPS module. Similarly, high logic value
from the GPS module would not be evaluated as high be-
cause 1,8 V from the GPS module falls in the undefined
zone of processor logic. We have solved this problem with
a converter which had to convert values in both directions
in very high speed. The logical converter that we designed
(see Figure 3) provides us the needed conversion, com-
plying with the specified requirements. The converting
frequency is suitable and the converter has been tested
on highest frequency that is used in device. The maxi-
mum used baud rate used is 115 200. The output was
evaluated with oscilloscope. Compared to input, the dif-
ference was only in voltage level and a little delay in the
output vector.

5. Software design
The designed software solution (see Figure 4) is based
on modularity with direct access between modules. The
operation block is a program in infinite loop which coordi-
nates all other blocks and controls data flow in program.
The program was written in Arduino environment, using
C++. Basic libraries provide us functionality to control
all interfaces and memory storages. The Data module
contains data structures and data acquiring functions.

5.1 Library for Picaso graphics processor
We have created new library to control the LCD mod-
ule with touch screen. This library controls the Picaso
graphics processor and it is written in C++. Communi-
cation between graphics processor and control processor

is based on interchanging strings via Serial connection.
The developed library includes definition and all needed
constructors for this interface. It is formally is divided
into six parts:

1. Connection functions: create connection from con-
trol processor and manage responses from graphics
processor.

2. Graphics processor: core functions, setup functions
(e.g., backlight, screen orientation).

3. Graphics functions: creating and managing shapes,
points and lines on the screen.

4. Text functions: creating and managing text on the
screen.

5. Touch functions: enabling touch screen, getting touch
coordinates.

6. Micro SD card functions: initializing, reading and
writing on micro SD card.

5.2 Computing altitude above ground
A special function to compute real altitude above ground
is a great benefit of this application. This information is
useful to compute flying range of user. Computation of
this altitude is composed of three main steps:

1. Acquiring altitude of ground point, getting value
from height maps based on GPS location of device.
These maps are stored on micro SD card and are
fragmented into small files.

2. Acquiring altitude of device, simple getting altitude
from the GPS altitude.

3. Computing the difference.

6. Prototype and testing
Testing was performed on prototype (see Figure 5) in
real environment. First tests were special for each com-
ponent. GPS module sensitivity was tested according to
common mobile GPS receiver in building. Number of
satellites found by GPS module was twice that number
of satellites found by a mobile GPS. Complete functional
test in real environment was executed according to spec-
ification. Only the operating time has not been tested in
real condition but was calculated from consumption val-
ues for each component and the calculated operating time
was about 40 hours.
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Figure 4: Communication between software modules.

Figure 5: Prototype.

7. Conclusions and further work
Flight computing systems are widely spread in commu-
nity of pilots. The developed system satisfies demands of
this community. The special contribution in the field of
hardware was creating the logic converter for GPS mod-
ule. Contribution in the field of software was development
of a universal library for LCD module in Arduino environ-
ment. This module can be used in all applications based
on Picaso graphics processor and Arduino host controller.
Ground altitude computation in real time is a great con-
tribution in functionality of these systems. There are
some features which can extend the device in the further
work. We can add more sensors to get more information
about position and heading of user (e.g., electric com-
pass, accelerometer and gyroscope). Also, new software
functions (e.g., flying range computing, forecast comput-
ing and waypoint system) would improve functionality of
device.
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